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Connections from Envisage sits between your Sage software*
and EPOS system, enabling data to flow seamlessly between
your stores and your finance system, giving you access to the
information you need, when you need it.
*Sage 50cloud and Sage 200cloud

How does it work?
Connections pulls sales and delivery
data from EPOS systems into your
Sage software, providing accurate
and real-time financial data, right
down to profitability by department,
using a modular approach.

Retail Connect manages your sales and cash
transactions, automates the validation and mapping
for accounting purposes and posts transactions
directly into your Sage software in a just a few clicks.

Supplier Connect auto-matches deliveries against
supplier invoices, allows you to easily spot quantity
or pricing errors, and leaves only the exceptions to
manage.

Scan Connect integrates with Canon’s Therefore
application, allowing you to scan and import
documents using workflows, automatic indexing and
web forms. You can easily view delivery documents
from within Connections - reducing the number of
queries going back to your suppliers.

OCR Connect works alongside Supplier and Scan
Connect by taking invoices from any source and
processing them through Connections directly into
your Sage software without having to key them in
manually.

Key Benefits:

Customer Testimonials

Efficiencies:
Reduce the amount of manual
data entry by simply integrating
your EPOS system with your Sage
accounting software

No More Paperwork:
Go Green and experience a
zero clutter, paperless office
environment

Automation:
Auto-matching of deliveries and
electronic supplier invoices means
you will save time with only the
exceptions to manage

Scalability:
Grow and scale your retail business
without necessarily incurring
additional staff overhead costs

The results have been astonishing. Increases in
efficiency and productivity as well as accuracy
accrued to the division from the Sage 200cloud and
Connections Solution have been exceptional.
Richard Carroll, Financial Controller (Corrib Oil)

Connections has been a big success, saving a
significant amount of input time at our head office
and also improving the accuracy of margin analysis.
The Envisage team are a pleasure to deal with and
worked with us to ensure the product fit with our
particular business needs.
Alex Mortimer, Finance Director (Sewell Retail)

Accuracy:
Get performance insights at a
granular level and rapidly generate
accurate management accounts

Keep proper audit trails:
Ensure every transaction is
accounted for, helping to speed up
your audit time and costs

We run an efficient and well organised accounts
office and with large volumes of transactions across
our 51 stores, Connections is a crucial piece of the
jigsaw. It has means our processes are streamlined,
we have reduced our dependence on external
spreadsheets and the big win for our finance
department is that we are working with accurate
and quality data and as result we can complete our
Month Ends much quicker than before, even as we
continue to expand.
Rebecca Callan, Finance Manager (Mr. Price)

Whether you’re a retailer in the forecourt or convenience sector,
or a multi-store-operation dealing with high transaction volumes Connections from Envisage is the perfect solution for you. With hundreds
of stores across Ireland and the UK using already using Connections, our
solution can provide accurate real-time financial information and reduce
the amount of paperwork– while saving you time, money and headaches.
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